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G R A P H I C A L A B S T R A C T

H I G H L I G H T S

• Review of state-of-charge and state-of-health monitoring using ultrasound.
• Literature focuses on detecting internal changes related to defects and charge.
• Need to investigate correlation between ultrasonic signal and thermal runaway onset.
• Decoupling temperature and charge effects in the ultrasonic signal is required.
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A B S T R A C T

Li-ion batteries (LIBs) are increasingly used in applications from personal electronics to electric vehicles (EVs)
and grid scale storage. Research into LIB monitoring, such as state-of-charge (SOC) and state-of-health (SOH),
and the effects of abuse on LIBs has received increased attention to allow for better battery performance
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Time-of-flight
Thermal effects
Diagnostics

and safety. To improve LIB safety better detection of thermal runaway (TR) is required for the mitigation
of the associated consequences or to prevent it entirely. This paper reviews the growing field of ultrasound
(US) sensing of LIBs for state monitoring and thermal runaway detection, with an additional perspective on
of advancements made in thermal runaway testing. In this work, US is categorised by: hardware used in
research; application for SOC and SOH monitoring. Further, TR is categorised by abuse scenario: overheating;
penetration; overcharging; and gas generation. This review summarises the development of US to detect
changes within a LIB. However, it is found that further developments are required to (1) isolate and characterise
the various abuse/failure mechanisms using US and (2) decouple temperature and charge effects on the US
signal. It is shown that decoupling the temperature-charge relationship within the US signal is necessary for
accurate SOC and SOH monitoring.

Nomenclature

Abbreviations

ARC Accelerated rate calorimeter

LIBs Li-ion batteries

EV Electric vehicle

TR Thermal runaway

BMS Battery management system

SOC State of charge

SOH State of health

US Ultrasound/ultrasonic

NMC Lithium-nickel-manganese-cobalt-oxide

NCA Lithium-nickel-cobalt-aluminium-oxide

LFP Lithium-iron-phosphate

LMP Lithium-manganese-phosphate-oxide

OCV Open circuit voltage

SEI Solid-electrolyte interface

ToF Time-of-flight

SOS State of safety

AScan Amplitude scan

LMP Lithium-manganese-iron-oxide LiMnPO4
HWS Heat-wait-seek

C-rate Coulomb rate

CC-CV Constant-current-constant-voltage

Units

V Volts
◦C Degree Celsius

J g−1 Joules per gram

m s−1 metres per second

Pa Pascal

kg m−3 Kilogrammes per cubic metre

Pa s m−3 Pascal second per cubic metre

Hz Hertz

s Seconds

Variables

c Speed of sound (m s−1)

E Young’s modulus (MPa)

rho Density (kg m−3)

z Acoustic impedance (P m−3)

R Reflection coefficient

1. Introduction

Within the last few decades, Li-ion batteries (LIBs) have seen a surge
in popularity and application from personal electronics to the electric

vehicle (EV) market and large scale energy storage [1–3]. With this
increase in demand, investment in the LIB sector is expected to grow by
22% by 2030. The growth is driven, in part, by their high energy den-
sity, long cycle life, low self discharge and high power output making
them an ideal energy storage device for electrical applications [4,5].
However, there are several limitations that are associated with LIBs,
including: over-charging; thermal runaway; dendritic lithium; current
collector dissolution and gas evolution [6]. These limitations can dam-
age the cells by: reducing available lithium or electrode; creating
internal stress; causing short circuiting; and potentially leading the cell
to catch fire or explode. This leads to a need for more sophisticated
diagnostic systems; specifically, monitoring of LIBs for detection of
thermal runaway (TR).

LIBs pose safety risks due to the combustible materials and oxidising
agents that coexist within them. These properties can cause runaway
reactions during abusive use, and can lead to fires and explosions. Bat-
tery abuse can be divided into three categories: (i) mechanical abuse;
(ii) thermal abuse and; (iii) electrical abuse [7–9]. Thermal abuse is
the overheating of a cell, either from external factors or internal heat
generation. Electrical abuse is due to short-circuiting, over-charging or
over-discharging in the battery. Mechanical abuse is the deformation
of the battery due to external forces; this could be caused by piercing
or crushing the battery, causing a short circuit within the battery.

As a result of these risks, a battery management system (BMS) is
implemented to carefully monitor various states of the battery, such as
the state-of-charge (SOC) or state-of-health (SOH). There are multiple
methods employed by BMSs, which vary in benefits and drawbacks
and will be described. A recently proposed method of monitoring
LIBs is ultrasonic (US) monitoring, which can provide information on
changes within the battery, such as gas generation, SOC and lithium
plating [10,11].

As US monitoring of LIBs is a new development, focus has been
placed on the efficacy of the method; specifically, on the detection
of SOC and SOH. An area of research that can further progress the
use of US monitoring is the viability of monitoring abuse conditions,
leading to TR detection. As such, understanding how variables such as
temperature, charge and failure modes affect the US signal should be
focused on.

The aim of this paper is to review current literature on US moni-
toring of LIBs, discuss the advantages and flaws of current techniques
and make recommendations to enable the practical application of LIB
monitoring. To do so, the paper is split into three sections. Section 2
provides: an overview of the safe operation of LIBs; an introduction
into current battery management systems; and the theory of ultrasonic
testing. Section 3 draws together existing literature into three sections:
3.1 focuses on the current use of US for SOC and SOH and its ap-
plicability to the detection of thermal runaway; Section 3.2 focuses
abuse mechanisms of thermal runaway in LIBs and how the chemistry
and charge/charge rate have an effect; and Section 3.3 takes a look at
the application of US to monitor abuse conditions of LIBs. The paper
concludes with Section 4, outlining recommendations on what needs to
be addressed – and how to address these aspects – in order to improve
viability of US monitoring of LIBs in practical applications.
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2. Background of key concepts

In this section, 2.1 introduces LIBs, the safe operating conditions,
what happens outside the safe operating range; what factors are mon-
itored to prevent unsafe operation. Section 2.2 introduces BMSs, the
SOC estimation methods used and the categorisation of said estimation
methods. Section 2.3 defines the theory of US monitoring and explains
the mechanics that allow for US monitoring of LIBs.

2.1. Li-ion battery safe operation

LIBs are primarily used due to their high energy density, high
power density and long cycle life compared to other common bat-
tery types [12,13]. There are various cathode materials that LIBs
can utilise e.g., NMC (lithium-nickel-manganese-cobalt-oxide), NCA
(lithium-nickel-cobalt-aluminium-oxide), LFP (lithium-iron-phosphate).
LIBs can also have different electrolytes, material structures and cell
construction. The combinations of these materials affect various battery
properties, such as energy density, life cycle, specific power, and safety.

One major restriction with LIBs is the small range for safe operation
– for both voltage and temperature – restricting use in more variable
climates and work conditions. For voltage, the safe operating range
is between 1.5–4.2 V, depending on the cathode material. The safe
operating temperatures can range from 0 to 45 ◦C and from −20 to
55 ◦C when charging and discharging, respectively [12]. When the
battery reaches a temperature of 90 ◦C, the solid electrolyte interface
(SEI) begins to break down. The SEI has two important roles: (i) protec-
tion against graphite co-intercalating with electrolyte solvent molecules
and; (ii) prevention of Li-ions consumption [14]. At higher temper-
atures, the SEI film is unable to prevent lithiated anode–electrolyte
reactions, generating gases [15].

In contrast, when a battery is operating at lower temperatures, the
anode undergoes increased polarisation [16]. The increased polarisa-
tion induces lithium plating before complete lithiation can occur. If
the SEI is fragile, deposited lithium-ions can grow from the plating to
form lithium dendrites [17]. These dendrites can result in increased
risk of short circuiting [18] and thermal runaway due to decreased SEI
stability [17].

Over-charging can cause lithium dendrite formation, which can
pierce the separator. This can lead to the battery short-circuiting,
causing a positive feedback loop in temperature rise leading to ther-
mal runaway. At lower temperatures, the cathode can undergo short
circuiting. When the minimum voltage drops below 1.5 V, when the
first derivative of the voltage is 0, the copper in the current collector
foil begins to oxidise followed by the dissolution of the copper after
the cathode breaks down. The dissolution can lead to capacity loss,
as well as the deposition of the copper on the anode, cathode and
cathode-facing separator surfaces. [19,20].

Battery abuse can be categorised into three main groups: mechanical
abuse, electrical abuse and thermal abuse [15,21]. Along with latent
defects inside the battery, these abuse mechanics can lead to thermal
runaway, resulting in battery failure, smoke, and fire or explosion [22].
In order to reduce the risk of TR, the SOC of a cell is monitored;
preventing the cell from over- or under-charging thus reducing the risk
of electrical abuse. The SOC is defined as the percentage of the maxi-
mum possible charge remaining in the battery [23] where 100% SOC
is fully charged and 0% is fully discharged. Although this definition is
straightforward, calculating the SOC is complex.

There are multiple reasons for the complexity of estimating the
SOC: the maximum possible capacity, 𝑄𝑚𝑎𝑥, decreasing throughout the
lifespan of the battery; the capacity being affected by the ambient
temperature and age of the battery [24]; and the requirements of
parameters such as the initial SOC and impedance [25].

In order to combat the difficulties of estimating the SOC, BMSs have
been developed. As a result of the complexity, different methodologies
have been employed in BMS development along with the implemen-
tation of different theories [26]. These variations are discussed and
elaborated upon in the following section.

2.2. Battery management systems

A BMS is a system that monitors the states and parameters of the
battery pack, which include cell voltage, current, temperature; as well
as calculate the SOC and SOH of the pack [27]. The BMS uses these
parameters as inputs to determine, amongst other operational criteria,
when to limit dis/charging and to shut down operation of the battery
to prevent it being damage or undergoing TR. Here we will focus on
SOC and SOH estimation methods.

According to How et al. [28], there are two established categories
and three relatively new categories for classifying SOC estimation
methods. The two established methods are: model-based estimation
using electrical, chemical or a combination of those properties for
individual batteries, based on the porous electrode theory and; data-
driven estimation measuring the change in battery parameters. The
three new categories are: look-up table estimation which exploits the
direct mapping relationship between SOC and external characteristics,
such as open-circuit voltage; Coulomb counting estimation that mea-
sures and integrates the discharging current over time; and a hybrid
method using a combination of usually two or three algorithms. These
five methods will be briefly covered in this review. Core comprehensive
review of current BMSs have been performed by How et al. [28] and
Wang et al. [29].

Model-based approaches utilise different theories to model the
chemical or electrical parameters of a specific battery. Electrochemical
models are based on the porous electrode theory [30] and utilise
partial differential equations [28]. Equivalent circuit models, such
as the Thevenin model [31], utilises the open-circuit voltage, ohmic
internal resistance and RC networks (polarisation internal resistance
and internal capacitance) to model a battery [32]. Electrochemical
impedance models build on equivalent circuit models by including
more parameters and theories, including the Warburg element and Zarc
element [33,34].

Data driven methods measure parameters such as voltage, current
and temperature in order to estimate battery SOC [35] utilising ma-
chine learning algorithms. Commonly used methods include neural
networks, deep learning — neural networks with multiple hidden lay-
ers [36], support vector machines and fuzzy logic [28]. These methods
differ from model-based as they do not require human input other than
the datasets.

Coulomb counting estimates the SOC by integrating the current of
the battery over time. This means the estimation is specific to the
battery in question. This is the most favourable method due to its
simplicity [37]. Since integration is utilised, a small error can become
substantial due to the compounding of the error. To account for this, an
operating coefficient η is considered [38]. Look-up tables exploit the
relationship between SOC and numerous external battery parameters
such as impedance and open-circuit voltage, based on the tabulations
of relationships through experimentation [39].

There are other ways of classifying BMS estimation methods. One
such classification, defined by Berecibar et al. [40], employs two cat-
egories: experimental techniques and adaptive models, as shown in
Table 1. Experimental techniques compare cycling data history of an
active battery to that of previous batteries, to extract SOH estimations.
This is limited by cell chemistry, design and operating conditions,
reducing the transferability of the knowledge across multiple batteries.
This approach also requires an understanding of the relation between
degradation and operation, obtained by evaluation of large datasets or
physical analysis of the cell.

Adaptive models can quantify degradation based on parameters that
are affected by said degradation. The parameters must be measurable
or should be examined in the cell throughout the cell operation. This
reduces the number of tests required to accurately monitor the cell,
as well as allow greater adaptability across different cell chemistries
and form factors [12]. There exists a trade-off between accuracy and
computational power. The most accurate methods for experimental
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Table 1
Benefits and drawbacks of the established state-of-charge estimation methods.
Source: Reproduced from [40].

Experimental techniques Adaptive methods

Based on Storing the lifetime data and the use of the previous
knowledge of the operation performance of the cell/battery.

Calculation of the parameters, which are sensitive
to the degradation in a cell/battery.

Advantages
1. Low computational effort 1. High accuracy
2. Possible implementation in a BMS 2. Possible to be used as in-situ estimation

Disadvantages
1. Low accuracy 1. High computational effort
2. Not suited for in-situ estimation 2. Difficult in BMSs implementation

techniques are impedance measurement and sample entropy. However
Coulomb counting and the probabilistic methods are the most common
due to their simplicity.

Many BMS estimation methods have an estimation error in the
range of > 1%–12%, with the most common being reported between
5%–10%. There are some simple methods that can provide accurate
results such as Coulomb counting [38] and open circuit voltage (OCV)
methods [41]. However, these low error ranges are obtained if the bat-
tery is in a stable state and with a low variance of battery parameters.
For accurate measurements in unstable states, more complex methods
are required [42] Some complex models include: Kalman filtering [43];
particle filtering [44]; and Gaussian process functional regression [45].

Sophisticated estimation methods have been recently developed us-
ing neural networks, due to the limited improvement provided by sim-
ple BMSs. Multiple safety incidents in LIBs have occurred when simple
BMSs have been used, and the lifespan of a battery pack is noticeably
less than an individual cell [46]. More sophisticated BMSs provide
better protection against over-charge and over-discharge, improving
lifespan and safe usage of batteries.

Many of these methods utilise battery parameters that are externally
measured – such as current, temperature and ohmic resistance – to
monitor a battery [47]. As a result, recent interest in ultrasound as
a supplementary method for BMSs has been explored. Ultrasound is
suggested to detect internal changes to the cell which would be used to
estimate the SOC. In the following section, the mechanics of ultrasound
is explained and how it is applicable to LIBs is described.

2.3. Ultrasonic testing

US testing is a well established method of monitoring solid bodies
through the use of high-frequency sound waves, and is very sensitive
to surface and subsurface discontinuities. Sound is the oscillation of
pressure through a host medium. When travelling through a medium,
the wave dissipates energy via attenuation. Attenuation is the loss
of acoustic energy via reflection and absorption, where the acoustic
energy is converted into thermal energy within a medium [48]. At
an interface between two mediums, such as a crack in a steel block
or an iron plate in contact with a copper plate, the wave can be
reflected, absorbed or transmitted. This allows for real-time monitoring
of material properties, flaw detection and evaluation, and changes in
material dimensions [49]. The velocity of a sound wave, c (m s−1),
depends on the medium density and elastic modulus, given by:

𝑐 =
√

𝐸∕𝜌 (1)

where E (MPa) is the elastic modulus of the material and 𝜌 (kg m−3) is
the material density. If the speed of sound through a material is known,
the depth of a discontinuity or a material can be calculated based on
the relationship between distance, speed and time. This is known as the
time-of-flight (ToF) method.

The acoustic impedance z (Pa s m−3) of a material is the ratio
of acoustic pressure within a medium to the velocity of the particles,
caused by the sound wave. It is defined as the product of the material
density and the sound wave velocity:

𝑧 = 𝜌𝑐 (2)

When an US wave reaches an interface between two media, some of
the wave is reflected and part is transmitted into the new medium. The
proportion of the wave reflected at the interface is called the reflection
coefficient, R. The reflection coefficient is defined using the acoustic
impedances of the two materials, given in Eq. (3):

𝑅 = (𝑧2 − 𝑧1)∕(𝑧2 + 𝑧1) (3)

where 𝑧1 and 𝑧2 are the acoustic impedances of the primary and
secondary material [50]. As Eq. (3) shows, the materials with similar
acoustic impedances will transmit a larger proportion of the wave
compared to materials that have differing acoustic impedances, such as
air and steel. A sound wave is produced by a piezoelectric transducer,
which generates US waves – when subjected to an electrical current –
and injects them into the sample.

There are two main inspection modes for US: pulse-echo and pitch-
catch [51,52]. The pulse-echo mode is a one transducer setup in which
the transducer emits and receives the US signal in order to inves-
tigate the reflections from discontinuities or boundaries. Pulse-echo
ultrasound is commonly used for medical purposes [53,54] and non-
destructive testing [55,56]. The pitch-catch mode is a multi-transducer
setup in which two identical transducers are mounted on the material.
One transducer acts as the emitter, whilst the other acts as the receiver.
This arrangement removes the noise generated by the initial pulse by
preventing oscillation interference [57]. The transducers are usually
placed on the same face. To ensure the receiving sensor detects the
wave, the pulse is emitted at an angle. The transducers can also be
located directly opposite one another, referred to as the through-pulse
mode. This setup is also useful for non-destructive testing, such as the
structural health of cylindrical pipes [58] and metallic joining technolo-
gies [59]. The pitch-catch mode has also been sued for 3D imaging [60].
See Fig. 1 for a visualisation of the three modes. Such modes can be
used for SOC and SOH monitoring in LIBs, as the movement of Li-
ions would change the material properties of the electrodes, thereby
changing the acoustic signal. This is further explored in Section 3.1.1.

3. Literature review

In this section, Section 3.1 will define the hardware used and the
mechanics of US, and specify how it can be utilised for LIB monitoring,
and explore the use of US to monitor the SOC and SOH of LIBs.
Section 3.2 reviews work done on TR in LIBs, categorised by abuse case:
overheating; penetration; overcharging; and gas generation. Current
methods of detecting TR are discussed at the end of the section in order
to evaluate their performance against ultrasonic detection of TR, which
is discussed in Section 3.3. This section also looks at work performed on
testing the viability of US on monitoring LIBs under abuse conditions,
such as increased operating temperatures and over-charging.

3.1. Ultrasonic monitoring of state-of-charge and state-of-health in Li-ion
batteries

The SOC, and by extension SOH, can be measured by the change in
voltage, charge, and temperature of the cell as stated in Section 2.2.
Voltage and charge data provide insight into the cell; however, it
does not provide the greatest accuracy for the SOC of the cell. The
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Fig. 1. Sketch of how acoustic signals travel are recorded by transducers in the (a) pulse-echo mode, (b) pitch-catch mode and (c) through-pulse mode. The sketches shows a
single interaction at each interface, where the signal is part transmitted and part reflected. However, this would occur multiple times, causing interference resulting in a complex
signal of multiple reflections. This is not an issue for the through-pulse mode, as the pulse does not cross an interface more than once.

parameters used are measured outside the cell; they are the outputs
of the change in SOC. Temperature data provides limited insight into
the state of safety (SOS) of the cell, and therefore of the potential of
thermal runaway [61]. Temperature does not provide SOC information
by itself however.

US has been implemented to provide insight into the SOC and SOH
of LIBs. The SOC is measurable due to density and stiffness changes

within the electrodes due to lithium intercalation/deintercalation [62].
This results in a speed of sound change in the electrodes, see Eq. (1).
The ToF will be affected by the change in speed of sound, allowing the
SOC to be monitored [11]. As this method is based on internal changes
to the cell, US can provide a different perspective to conventional BMSs.
Combining these methods could create a more complete view of the
cell/pack in question and improve the accuracy of the estimation.
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Cell degradation is measurable due to the gas generation, electrode
expansion, residual stress development or electrode ruffling/delami-
nation. As these modes appear and progress, the cell will swell. This
increases the distance the US wave must travel, resulting in a change
in ToF. The US wave will also attenuate at a greater rate in an
older battery as a result of these modes: gas will create more inter-
faces within the cell that have high reflection coefficients; electrode
ruffling/delamination leads to less contact between the electrodes,
reducing the transmissibility of the wave. These result in a weaker
signal [10].

3.1.1. Ultrasonic setup and battery hardware
US monitoring of LIBs is a non-destructive method, allowing for

in-situ testing. The hardware required for US testing consists of a
piezoelectric ceramic element, either directly bonded to the cell or held
in contact with the cell in a casing, which is called a contact probe. If
bonded directly, a thin layer of adhesive is used to secure the transducer
to the cell. If within a housing, a thin layer of US gel is applied between
the cell surface and the transducer in order to improve the coupling
between the transducer and cell [63].

As stated in Section 2.3, the most common modes are pitch-catch
and pulse-echo. This is performed with either a contact probe, or
with directly bonded piezoelectric elements. These are usually used
to monitor changes in the SOC during non-abusive cycling, as well as
cell degradation during both abusive and non-abusive cycling. Other
arrangements have been used to monitor LIBs, such as an air coupled
setup [64]. Air coupled methods involve a through-pulse mode where
the elements are not in contact with the sample; the wave will travel
through the air before and after travelling through the cell.

In literature there has been a range of frequencies tested, from
200 kHz to 5 MHz; laboratory use-cases tend to higher frequencies
and closer-to-application uses tend to lower frequencies [10,11,65–67].
The frequency of the wave is limited by the resolution and penetration
of the pulse [68], where the resolution refers to the timing between
the discrete measurements used to describe the reflection signals. For
example, a resolution of 12.8 ns for a measurement of 6 μs, would result
in 495 discrete measurements.

The penetration refers to how deep into the sample the US wave
can travel before it fully attenuates. At each medium interface, part
of the wave is reflected, part is transmitted and part is absorbed.
The frequency has an effect on the penetration power of a wave; a
higher frequency will have less penetration power but greater sensi-
tivity. Finding a compromise between sensitivity and penetration is
important to gain the most information about the cell without large
signal attenuation. The information is collected from an amplitude scan
(Ascan). An AScan shows the change in amplitude of the signal over
time. A high amplitude signal relates to a strong reflection, and a low
amplitude signal relates to a weak reflection. A reflection refers to the
acoustic energy exciting the receiving transducer. The number of peaks
do not correlate to the number of layers; a peak is not representative
of a single layer, but the culmination of many reflections from within
the cell.

If a pulse-echo mode is used, the AScan consists of the generated
pulse and the reflections. A pitch-catch or through-pulse would not
have the generated pulse visible in the AScan. When utilising the pitch-
catch mode, the received signal ensures all active layers of the battery
have been monitored — the signal would not otherwise be received.
A full battery diagnosis and charge monitor of the battery is therefore
possible. However, a more complex system is required for operation. In
contrast, the pulse-echo mode does not ensure full battery diagnosis, as
the penetration depth of the signal cannot be confirmed. This could call
into question the bias of the signal between temperature and charge
[5].

Fig. 2. AScan of 200 kHz pulse through a cell at fully charged and fully discharged
states.
Source: Recreated from [65].

3.1.2. SOC monitoring
The method used to infer SOC in LIBs via US is based on the

principle that the movement of Li-ions during charge/discharge leads
to a change in density, and in turn the acoustic impedance, of the
electrodes. As described in Eq. (3), the proportion of the signal that
is reflected will therefore vary. The distribution of Li-ions, along with
the rate of change of the distribution, could provide insight in to the
SOH. The cell chemistry would not have an effect on the adaptability
of this method as the movement of the ions is integral to the operation
of the cells.

The first paper showing the application of US ToF to monitor the
SOC and SOH of batteries was written by Hsieh et al. in 2015 [11].
In this paper, two 2.25 MHz sensors were placed in a through-pulse
setup. The cells were LiCoO2/graphite prismatic pouch cells. Alongside
this, the pulsing sensor listening for the response, in a pulse-echo setup.
It was found that the ToF peak shifts towards lower values and the
signal increased in intensity during charging. The opposite was true
for discharging; the ToF shift would tend towards higher values and
the signal intensity would decrease.

Gold et al. [65] used US testing to validate the determination of
SOC based on volumetric expansion of the graphite. It was found that
200 kHz was the most favourable and allowed for easy discrimination
between charged and discharged states. This difference can be seen in
Fig. 2. It was found that the second reflection has a ToF shift of ∼30 μs
between charged and discharged. The signal amplitude demonstrated a
relation to the SOC; the first reflection was unaffected by the change in
SOC, but the second reflection showed a linear reduction in amplitude
of 14.08±0.61% as the cell was discharged. The authors concluded that
the SOC can be determined without a reference electrode. Therefore,
the SOC of LIBs could be estimated using the direct US method in
real-use cases.

It was unknown from Gold’s research what dependencies the US
signal had when estimating the SOC. To address this, Popp et al. [69]
investigated the effects of C-rate and temperature on the measured
ToF. They found that the C-rate produced uncertainties in the ToF
measurements, with higher C-rates resulting in longer ToF and less
pronounced local minima. This behaviour was possibly influenced by
inhomogeneity in the Li-ion distribution in the electrodes [70]. Higher
temperatures resulted in a higher ToF, due to the decreased stiffness
of the cell at higher temperature, and thus a lower wave propagation
speed. As expected, the ToF also varied with the SOC, as at 25 ◦C, the
change in ToF between charged and discharged was 10 μs.
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Fig. 3. (a) Graphical peak evolution throughout a charging test (b) the correlation plots of the charge states with amplitude and ToF [5].

The literature described used longitudinal US waves; there are
multiple types of US propagation types. One of these types is surface –
or Rayleigh – waves, which were investigated by Ladpli et al. [71]. It
was found that they were able to estimate the SOH and SOC with error
less than 0.05% and 0.36%, respectively. Surface waves differ from
other US waves as they travel across the surface of a medium, rather
than penetrating into the medium. The penetration of surface waves
is dependent on the wavelength [72], thereby reducing the ability to
monitor changes in the electrode layers deeper within the cell.

A non-contact method was tested, where the 400 kHz sensors were
situated 40 mm from the cell, suspended in the air. The SOC estimation
was possible even with the low signal-to-noise ratio present in the
test. A near linear relationship was also stated to exist between the
amplitudes of both the longitudinal wave and the SOC [64].

Copley et al. [5] studied the qualities in a signal passing through
the different layers of a LIB. A model was developed to understand the
features and nature of the US signal, and validated against a repeat
experiment of Hsieh et al. [11]. The model indicated that small changes
to the electrode properties, such as density and elastic modulus, could
have a significant effect on the US signal. ToF shift had a stable
correlation with the charge state of the cell, whereas the amplitude
was found to be unstable. Fig. 3 shows that the ToF correlation is
consistent for both charge and discharge, but the amplitude varies
between the two states. Frequency was suspected to have an effect on
signal reliability; if the wave has weak penetrating power, then the
signal is dominated by layers close to the sensor and are susceptible
to temperature bias.

Multiple chemistries have been tested, including LCO and LFP [73].
LFP cells were shown to have a lower SOC estimation error, of 1%,
compared to LCO, of 2.3 to 3%, when using ToF and signal amplitude.
This was an improvement over using voltage measurements; LFP had
an error of 6% and LCO had an error of 3%. This suggests that the
cathode chemistry has an effect of the reliability of US monitoring. The
authors did not provide a suggestion as to why there is a difference in
accuracy. A possible explanation for this could be the change in cathode
mechanical properties during battery operation. As defined in Eqs. (1)
and (3), the elastic modulus and density of the cathodes will affect the
speed of sound and attenuation of the signal. A smaller change in elastic
modulus will result in a smaller change in speed of sound resulting in
a smaller ΔToF available to use for SOC estimation. Further testing is
required to determine this discrepancy.

Table 2 summarises the research and respective findings in this
subsection.

3.1.3. SOH monitoring
Sood et al. [10] used two 5 MHz transducers in a pitch-catch

mode and cycled the cells to investigate signs of cell degradation. The

ultrasonic response was used to monitor swelling, electrode expansion,
electrode ruffling, delamination and voiding within a LIB. The LIB was
put through numerous charge cycles, and a change in the AScan signal
was detected. The weakened signal was concluded to be from degra-
dation, though the cause of said degradation was not determined. The
cause of the degradation was suspected to be gas evolution, residual
stress on the interfaces or electrode expansion.

Rather than looking at detecting degradation methods, Ladpli et al.
[74] used guided-wave-based US waves to monitor the change in ToF
during artificial aging of LIBs using bonded piezoelectric transducers.
The results, shown in Fig. 4 a, demonstrate a decrease in ToF as a
battery ages. This contradicts the results found by Wu et al. [75] (see
Fig. 4 b) where it was found that the deviation of the increased ToF
becomes more prominent as the cell ages. The cause of this increased
ToF is a result of the density changes of the electrodes, as the Li-ion
content in each electrode changes as the cell charges and discharges.
A Spearman coefficient greater than 0.94 was calculated showing a
high correlation between ToF and SOH [75]. In the over-charge test,
the authors found that the ToF increased sharply after some time
(2.8 h). The authors suggested the over-charging caused internal gas
generation, which resulted in cell expansion.

Oca et al. [76] studied Li-ion capacitors abused by mild over- and
under-charge. The capacitors were rated to 2.2–3.8 V, with the mild
under-charge/over-charge defined as 2.0 V and 4.5 V, respectively.
They found ToF can be used to detect permanent changes that may
not be seen from voltage alone. They state that ToF is a good indicator
of swelling, initiated during discharge over the first mild over-charge,
which agrees Wu et al. [75]. However, they were unable to determine
whether the ToF change was due to change in the electrode material
or gas generation.

Bommier et al. [77] studied SEI formation within NMC - Si/graphite
cells as well as long-term cycling effects. The cells were instrumented
with two 2.25 MHz transducers in a through-pulse mode. It was found
that the onset of gassing – suggested to be caused by the initial
formation of the SEI – was detected by a loss in acoustic signal. This
was only present in cells with Si/graphite anodes [11]. As the cell
was cycled and the capacity drop increased, an upward ToF trend was
found.

Robinson et al. [78] used a 5 MHz sensor in 36 locations to spatially
resolve US diagnostics of the electrodes in LIBs. The authors state that
the acoustic peaks were typically doublets, or two peaks in close prox-
imity. These doublets exhibited a noticeable change during charging
and discharging: during charging the earlier peak would decrease in
amplitude whilst the later peak would increase in amplitude. This was
attributed to the density changes in the anodes and cathodes, with one
peak associated to one electrode type. The depth of the anode current
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Table 2
Table of SOC diagnosis using ultrasound.

Aim Diagnosis Transducer setup Reference

Through-pulse measurements of
SOC and SOH using ToF

ToF had an inverse linear
relationship with SOC

2.25 MHz contact probe [11]
200 kHz Bonded transducer [65]

Linear relation between signal amplitude
and SOC

125 kHz Air-coupled
through-pulse

[64]

C-rate and temperature effects on ToF Relationship between increased C-rate and
ToF and temperature and ToF

25–40 kHz surface waves [69]

Through-pulse measurements of SOC and
SOH using ToF

Low error estimation of SOC and SOH,
despite shallow penetration

Surface-wave pitch-catch [71]

Model ToF changes based on electrode
property changes

ToF has consistent correlation with SOC Model [5]

Fig. 4. Comparison of ToF change of a single AScan peak from two cells during aging
testing.

collecting tab was detected due to variation in the ToF across the 36
locations. This suggests that localised defects could be detected using
ultrasound.

In order to test this, the viability of detecting defects within Li-ion
cells using US was investigated by Robinson et al. [79]. Bespoke pouch
cells of pristine condition and built-in defects were compared. The de-
fects were accurately measured and verified, in terms of location/depth
and scale, via the use of X-ray tomography. It was found that the signal
must be tailored to the cell. A microscale defect was also recorded, that

was ca. 20 μm in diameter. An area of 200 μm around the defect was
observed in a commercial cell to create an acoustically resistive ‘void’,
affecting the propagation pathway. This resulted in a delayed response
in the signal, which was not detected in the bespoke cells.

Table 3 summarises the research and respective findings in this
subsection.

3.1.4. Summary
Recent research had suggested that US monitoring of LIBs could

be used to infer the SOC and SOH of cells despite it being an emerg-
ing field. It has been posited that information regarding the internal
conditions of cells could be provided without damaging the cells. The
technique could also be used in tandem with conventional BMSs to
provide a more concrete understanding of cells. However, use of US to
identify and decouple the failure modes in LIBs requires further work.

It is difficult to identify features within a cell as the US signal
is complex due to the culmination of the main pulse and smaller
internal reflections. It is suggested that defects and degradation could
be detected, and characterised by depth and size, using US. But the
failure mechanism/mechanisms causing the degradation were not dis-
cernable without the use of other techniques. This also means multiple
defects could not be separated from each other, as the effects would be
combined within the US signal.

Ultrasonic monitoring of LIBs is subject to limitations. Notably, as
the monitored cell experiences degradation or develops defects, the
ultrasonic signal response undergoes analogous changes, such as a
global ToF shift [74,75]. Such changes can have an adverse effect on
the precision of SOC estimations, as this is reliant on the shift in ToF.

There are some disagreements in the literature; for example, the
ageing of a cell has been shown to both increase and decrease the
ToF. The cause of this discrepancy could be the behaviour exhibited
by the cell as it ages; gas generation would reduce the acoustic signal
and SEI formation would increase the ToF due to an increased path
length — the SEI formation creates new layers within the cell [77].
Further research is required to decouple gas generation, electrode
delamination, voiding and electrode expansion such that the effects due
to aging can be isolated.

The impact of temperature on ToF measurements is a subject of
debate within the literature. Preliminary research has suggested that
temperature may have a reduced effect on ToF within earlier ranges (up
to 5 μs) [4], though modelling data argues that temperature variation
could reduce the reliability of the US signal [5]. Further investigation is
imperative to determine the influence of temperature, both in static and
dynamic states, on US measurements conducted at varying ToF ranges.

3.2. Thermal runaway

Thermal runaway is a significant safety concern for LIBs as it can
lead to a fire and/or an explosion [80,81]. The occurrence of TR events
are rare, but as the use of LIBs increases it is important to develop
technologies that prevent TR and allow detection in its earliest stages.
There are two practical detection methods that can be incorporated
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Table 3
Table of SOH diagnosis using ultrasound.

Aim Diagnosis Transducer setup Reference

Detection of degradation methods Amplitude decreased as the cell was cycled 5 MHz pitch-catch [10]

ToF shift during cell ageing
ToF decreases as cell ages Guided-wave pitch-catch [74]
ToF increases as the cell ages 1 MHz pulse-echo [75]

Capacitor degradation during over- and
undercharge

ToF shifts could be used to detect gas
swelling and SOC changes

125–500 kHz through-pulse [76]

US detection of SEI formation and
cycle-induced capacity loss

Onset of gassing from SEI formation was
detected by the ToF. ToF increased as
capacity dropped

2.25 MHz through-pulse [77]

Spatial resolution of electrodes ToF shifts agreed with previous reports.
Able to detect the depth of the anode
current collecting tab.

5 MHz pulse-echo [78]

Detection of localised defects in cells Defects were measured and verified 10 MHz pulse-echo [79]

Table 4
Summary of the events during thermal runaway and their respective onset temperatures.

Feature Expected value Reference

Swelling/delamination 40 °C/60 °C [84]
SEI decomposition 57 °Ca, 80 °Cb [15,92]
Electrolyte evaporation 60–100 °C [93]
Anode decomposition 80–160 °C [94–97]
Separator melt (PE/PP) 130 °C /170 °C [81]
Onset of self-heating 0.02 ◦C min−1 [98]
Onset of Thermal runaway 1.0 ◦C min−1 [98]

a Theoretical.
b Detectable.

into LIBs for the early detection of TR onset. These are expansion
(dilatometry, strain/force) and acoustic (acoustic emission, US probing)
based methods [67].

TR within a LIB is a process in which the exothermic chemical
decomposition of the active battery materials and electrolyte lead
to exponentially increasing reaction and heat generation rates with
temperature [82,83]. Failure within LIBs leading to TR can be caused
by thermal (e.g. cell overheating), physical (e.g. cell penetration) and
electrical (cell over-charge) abuse. During failure, multiple events oc-
cur including: cell swelling [84]; SEI decomposition; gas generation;
the separator melting; electrolyte evaporation; internal short-circuiting
and; cathode–electrolyte interaction [15,81–83,85–91]. See Table 4 for
the expected temperatures and temperature rates of the events stated,
which is visualised in Fig. 5 along with the effects from over- and
under-charging.

3.2.1. Thermal abuse
LIBs have an optimum operating temperature of 20 ◦C to 40 ◦C [99].

Outside this range, the battery experiences accelerated aging [100].
The increased aging is caused by the buildup of the SEI, increasing the
internal resistance of LIBs. The SEI is the decomposition of the active
electrode materials and conductive salt within the interface between
the separator and the active electrodes [101]. The chemistry of the
cathode and SOC of the cell both affect the thermal stability (i.e. onset
of thermal decomposition) and heat released during TR, shown in
Table 5 [83,102–105].

LFP cells tested under adiabatic calorimetry in an accelerated rate
calorimeter (ARC) were observed to not undergo TR below 28% SOC,
but at SOC greater than 28% TR onset occurred at approximately
200 ◦C. as seen in Fig. 6. The anode was the major influence on self-
heating in the cell at an SOC above 28% up to 100%, above which
the cathode and anode have more equal influence [98]. This has been
explained as a fully lithiated anode generates an order of magnitude
more heat than a fully lithiated cathode [91,97].

LCO cells have been observed to have poorer thermal stability than
LFP cells. At 50% and 100% SOC, the LCO cells were found to have a

Table 5
Reaction properties of different cathode materials [106].

Cathode Ref. Temperature range of decomposition (◦C) Heat release (J g−1)

LCO [107] 220–500 450

NCA
[108] 160 850 ± 100
[109] 200 793

LMO
[110] 225–400 350 ± 100
[107] 150–300 450
[111] 89 2014.3

LFP
[112] 190–285 290
[113] 180 145

NCM

[114] 17 322.7
[114] 178 364.3
[114] 183 534.6
[114] 199 645.8

Table 6
TNT equivalent of cells at thermal runaway [115].

Cathode material SOC (%) TNT equivalent (g)

LFP 50 0.11
LFP 100 0.23
LCO 50 0.88
LCO 100 1.77

much greater explosive power than the LFP cells, reaching an equiva-
lent of 1.77 g of TNT at 100% SOC [115]. The TNT equivalents can be
seen in Table 6. Though it should be noted that while both chemistries
exhibited high temperatures and pressures, LCO cells exhibited greater
temperatures and pressures.

Compared to LCO, LMO exhibit a greater thermal stability across
all SOC up to 120%. This was examined by Hernandez et al. [104].
Two types of 18 650 cells, one LCO and one LMO, were charged to
the desired SOC, then placed in an ARC. The cells were heated using a
Heat-Wait-Seek (HWS) method, which heated the cells by 5 ◦C with a
waiting-step of 30 min and a seeking-step of 5 min. The seeking step
monitored for high self-heating rates, defined as above 0.05 ◦C min−1.
As stated, LCO cells undergo TR at 50% SOC and above. LMO cells un-
dergo TR at 75% SOC and above, with consistently lower temperature
increase rates compared to LCO cells, as seen in Fig. 7 [104].

Synthesised LiMnPO4 (LMP) cells have been found to be less ther-
mally stable than LFP cells, as greater amounts of heat are produced
when overheated at a delithiated state. This is accompanied by a lower
onset temperature on par with NCA cells [90,116].

3.2.2. Mechanical abuse
Penetration induced TR in an array of NMC cells was investigated

by Feng et al. [82]. The first battery was penetrated by a nail to a
depth of 8 mm at a speed of 10 mm/s. From penetration, it took
around 10 s for the penetrated cell to reach TR, with the following
cells reaching TR due to the heat from their respective preceding cell.
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Fig. 5. Generalised safe operating range of Li-ion cells, and events that occur outside said range.

Source: Recreated from [12].

Fig. 6. (a) Rate of temperature change of LFP cells at different states-of-charge within an ARC. (b) Thermal map of (a) stating when a cell underwent self-heating and entered
thermal runaway at the tested states-of-charge.
Source: Reproduced from [98].

Once TR was achieved, it took around five seconds for the sixth cell
to reach TR. It was found that the TR onset temperature was lower
for penetration than for uniform heating TR. The cause of TR was the
breakdown of the separator, causing short circuiting [82,117]. However
when penetrated, the temperature distribution through the cells is
not uniform, as the heat generation localises around the penetrated
area. This creates a temperature variation throughout the cell. The TR
propagation is independent of fire during the self-heating, as the heat
transfer between the cells had little variation from the cells that caught
fire and those that did not [118].

The thermal and electrochemical behaviour of a penetrated cell is
independent of the penetration speed [119,120]. The location of the
nail when penetrating had an effect on the thermal behaviour. Pene-
tration at the edge of the electrode was found to be more dangerous,
as the heat dissipation to the cell wall/nail is limited by the separator
and electrolyte thermal conductivity [121]. The SOC of the cell had
an effect on the onset of TR, similar to [98]. For 18 650 cells with

cathode material of 98% NMC and 2% LMO, an SOC of less than 50%
would not lead to TR when the cell is penetrated, which was found
to be higher than the cutoff for uniform thermal heating of 28%. The
maximum temperature of the cell was also dependent on the SOC: a
higher SOC results in a higher TR maximum temperature [122].

3.2.3. Electrical abuse
Over-charging-induced TR is dangerous due to the excess energy in

the cell [81,123]. When the SOC of the cell is charged above 120%,
oxidation within the electrolyte occurs, and lithium deposition on the
anode surface begins [124,125]. The SEI film would thicken due to
a solvent reaction with the deposited lithium, increasing the internal
resistance [125]. Above an SOC of 140%, the cell would see an increase
in the rate of temperature rise causing: swelling; increased electrolyte
oxidation and heat generation [126,127]. This would cause the SEI to
decompose, leading to an lithiated anode–electrolyte reaction [82,94].
There was a drop in voltage, despite the SOC increasing [31]. Above
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Fig. 7. Heating rate compared to temperature of a (a) LMO cell and a (b) LCO cell at various states-of-charge.

Source: Recreated from [104].

160% SOC, the internal pressure ruptures the cell, leading to thermal
runaway [126].

The heat generation caused by over-charging was investigated by
Saito et al. [128], where it was found the heat generation was closely
proportional to the charging current. This suggests the heat generation
is largely influenced by ohmic heating. The onset of heating was located
in the cathode, regardless of the cathode lithiation [129]. The cathode
also provides the strongest intensity of TR when heated, compared
to the other materials in the cell [130]. When a cell has been over-
charged, a number of outcomes can occur; the cell can swell from gas
generation at low currents and rupture at higher currents [129].

The effect of over-charging on the onset of TR was investigated by
Zhang et al. [131]. The cells were charged to SOCs of 100%, 105%,
110%, 115%, 120% then heated via HWS. The cells were measured for
the self heating temperature, T1 (self-heating rate of > 0.02 ◦ C min−1),
TR trigger temperature, T2 (> 5 ◦C min−1) and maximum temperature,
T3. It is shown that the TR onset temperature decreases with SOC
increase above 100%. It was stated that the time required to reach TR
also decreases up to 4.8 V, suggesting that over-charging can cause an
early onset of TR [131,132].

3.2.4. Gas generation
Gas generation occurs during normal and abusive operation of LIBs.

Monitoring the gas production internally within a cell is challenging
with typical state determination methods derived from voltage, current
and temperature measurements [133,134]. However, mechanical mea-
surements could provide information about internal condition of cells,
specifically regarding to safety, as they can detect the physical changes
resulting from decomposition [67].

The evolution of gases during lithium-ion operation is not fully
understood. During normal operation, multiple gases are generated due
to chemical reactions. One such gas is C2H4. During the first cycle,
there is a sharp increase in concentration in C2H4. The formation of the
SEI layer is suggested to be associated with this generation [135,136].

Following the initial formation, concentration of C2H4 gas increases
at a slower rate, independent of the cycling voltage [136] or stops
increasing [137]. CO is believed to evolve simultaneously with C2H4,
but can be attributed to the absorbed-on-cathode atomic oxygen during
electrolyte decomposition [138]. Increase in the concentration of CO2
rise is believed to be a result of a chemical reaction between residual
moisture and CO evolution on the anode during the charge cycle
[137]. H2 evolution is believed to be the result of residual H2O in
the cell [138,139]. A comprehensive review of gas generation and
evolution during normal operation is covered by Rowden et al. [136].

The generation of gases can cause internal structural changes and
delamination when a cell is heated above normal operating tempera-
tures. Gas pockets have been seen using CT and X-ray imaging when
the surface temperature reached values greater than 100 ◦ C [87,140].
Over-charging a LCO pouch cell showed that swelling began at 40 ◦C
with no adverse changes to the voltage profile, while delamination
was observed at 60 ◦C with a rise in voltage as internal resistance
increased due to gas generation and delamination [84]. Compared to
temperature rate data [82,83] this shows that gassing occurs before
significant rates are recorded, and hence provides an opportunity for
the early detection of TR. In these cases, gas was generated from the
decomposition/degradation of the electrolytes and SEI, which can be a
result of both thermal and electrical abuse.

NMC cells have a similar thermal stability to LCO, as at 50% SOC the
cells do not undergo TR [141]. This was observed using force readings,
along with temperature and voltage readings similar to the methods
mentioned above. Notably, for both 50% and 100% SOC, there was an
abrupt and substantial rise in force readings, followed by a subsequent
decline. This observed pattern exhibited a strong association with the
generation and subsequent venting of gases. The rate of gas generation
was found to be faster at higher SOC than lower SOC, and this was
observed in the force readings [141].

Swelling is not uncommon to observe in abused Li-ion pouch cells.
The swelling increases the stress on the cell casing and internal layers
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Table 7
Evaluation of different sensors based on three criteria. Signal clarity describes how
close the detection signal comes to a step function and how easy it is to evaluate it,
whereas sensor feasibility evaluates how easy the sensor can be deployed.
Source: Reproduced from [147].

Sensor Detection speed Signal clarity Sensor feasibility

S1 — voltage Bad Good Good
S2 — gas Good Good Bad
S3 — smoke Bad Neutral Neutral
S4 — creep Bad Bad Good
S5 — temperature Neutral Neutral Neutral
S6 — pressure Good Bad Good
S7 — force Good Bad Neutral

leading to cell rupture and delamination, respectively [142,143]. The
delamination of the internal layers in the jelly roll of hard cased cells
(cylindrical and prismatic) is caused by the gas generation, along with
the heat generation [87,123]. The gas will also increase the overall
thermal resistance of the cell significantly [143,144]. This is due to
the increased spacing between the layers, where the initial thermal
resistance of the air is negligible compared to the layers.

3.2.5. Detection of TR
Failure mechanisms can be present in the lead up to TR, such as gas

generation; temperature increase; and voltage drop. In order to detect
TR, monitoring attempts of these mechanisms have been made.

As stated in Section 3.2.4, gas generation occurs before changes in
temperature. Modelling the efficacy of gas generation monitoring as a
TR detection method has been performed by Cai et al. [145]. Nine NMC
18650 cells were modelled in a three by three grid in the centre of
a cylindrical drum with a radius of 0.292 m and a height of 0.85 m.
The centre cell was externally short circuited and underwent TR. The
drum was modelled at atmospheric CO2 concentrations – 400 ppm –
and would detect TR at a CO2 concentration of 2000 ppm. The time
taken for the neighbouring cells to undergo TR was 710 s, called t𝑐𝑟𝑖𝑡.
The gas sensors detected TR after 85 s, which was significantly quicker
than t𝑐𝑟𝑖𝑡. At t𝑐𝑟𝑖𝑡, the drum surface temperature changed by less than
0.001 ◦C.

Force sensors have also been used to measure gas generation during
TR. A cell was fixed in place, with force sensors attached to the corners
of the fixture in order to measure battery expansion [141]. Two NMC
pouch cells underwent internal short circuiting, one at 50% SOC and
one at 100% SOC. Only the 100% SOC cell underwent TR. However, the
force sensors were able to detect internal cell pressures for both tests
accurately when compared to the modelled pressure increase. Both tests
saw a quick drop in force, which was due to the cells venting.

Attempts to use temperature for TR onset detection have been made.
External surface temperature measurements were unable to provide
enough time in order to shut off the cell before TR and more extreme
reactions, such as fires, could occur [146].

Seven sensors – voltage; gas; smoke; temperature; pressure; creep;
and force – were tested and compared by Koch et al. [147]. Three
experiments, V1; V2; and V3, involved cells undergoing TR. V1 was an
NMC cell that underwent thermally induced TR. V2 and V3 involved
multiple NMC cells undergoing penetration induced TR. The capacity
of the cells differed between tests, but were consistent within each test.
The sensors were based on three criteria: detection speed; signal clarity;
and sensor feasibility. Each sensor was graded good, neutral or bad for
these criteria, see Table 7 for performance in these criteria. It was found
that no single method was deemed the ‘favourite’.

In a similar fashion, Klink et al. [148] compared seven detection
sensors. These were: voltage; current; temperature; strain; gas; smoke;
and pressure. A model-based method was also compared. The exper-
imental methods were all capable of detecting TR more than five
minutes before TR onset, which was the baseline for the work. The
model was the quickest in detecting TR; TR was detected significantly

prior to the five minute pre-warning time. The smoke and gas sensors
also achieved this. There were eight criteria the sensors were tested
on: detection time; certainty; localisation; monitoring; complexity; in-
tegration; scalability; and transferability. The model performed the best
against these criteria, with voltage, gas and smoke performing the best
out of the experimental methods. This is in disagreement with Koch
et al. as the smoke sensor did not perform as well in their work [147].
Further investigation is required to conclude the effectiveness of these
sensors. There was contention over the efficacy of the gas sensor. Koch
et al. stated that the gas sensor is not feasible given the large size and
energy requirement [147], while Klink et al. stated that it is a viable
method [148]. Both papers were in agreement of the feasibility of the
other sensors.

3.2.6. Summary
Li-ion cells can be damaged by multiple abuse mechanisms, in-

cluding thermal, mechanical and electrical. These mechanisms can
cause failure mechanisms such as: electrode delamination; electrode
decomposition; short circuiting; gas generation; and cell self heating, all
which can lead to thermal runaway. The chemistry and SOC of the cell
has also been shown to have an effect on the behaviour of TR, including
the onset of TR and the overall hazards from the failed cell. Research
into the detection of TR is limited, and not always successful [149].

Multiple sensors for detecting TR have been tested including gas,
temperature, voltage, smoke, and force [145–148]. Not all these meth-
ods were able to detect TR individually, but were successful when
combinations of the sensors were used. The gas sensor was shown
to have good detection speed and signal clarity across multiple tests,
however there is contention with the feasibility of such a sensor [147,
148]. Current BMS struggle to monitor gas production [133,134]. US
has been shown to be sensitive to internal changes within cells in
Section 3.1.3, such as gas generation [79], whilst having a smaller
form factor and lower power consumption, which may make it a viable
method of detecting TR.

3.3. Ultrasonic monitoring of Li-ion abuse and thermal runaway

As shown in Section 3.1, US monitoring of LIBs has been a growing
field in the last decade. While Section 3.2 showed that TR monitoring of
Li-ion batteries has been a large field for over a decade. However, there
has been little work that considers coupling these two research areas
which together have the potential to make significant advancements in
the detection of TR. However, interest in coupling these two areas have
developed in recent years.

In 2019, Robinson et al. [4] looked into the cycling behaviour of
LIBs using US, and assessed the impact of thermal expansion caused by
temperature change during charging. A 210 mA h LCO cell was cycled
at 1 C, with the US data at 25 ◦C and 30 ◦C being recorded. The cell
was then heated in a climate-controlled environment, with the US data
being recorded at the temperature extremes. From the AScans of the
climate-controlled tests it was observed that there were no significant
changes in the low ToF peaks (0 to 5 us). However small changes in the
signal amplitude were observed; the 30 ◦C signal had a slightly greater
amplitude over the 25 ◦C signal for most of the peaks. The authors
suggested the change in intensity was due to variations in the Young’s
modulus rather than temperature.

Chang et al. [150] cycled LCO cells over a temperature range of 0
- 60 ◦C. Using US, it was demonstrated that the cells underwent catas-
trophic failure across the temperature range. Lithium plating typically
occurs below 10 ◦C with this cathode, which can lead to excessive
gassing if a high temperature shift occurs. In order to monitor this, cells
were cycled at 1 C at temperatures below 10 ◦C then heated to 20 ◦ C,
30 ◦C, 40 ◦C, 50 ◦C and 60 ◦C . It was found that for all tests, the ToF
shifted after cycling and heating, with the shift increasing in magnitude
with temperature. All tests also saw a loss in acoustic signal. The 60 ◦C
test saw signal loss within one hour of reaching the target temperature
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and the 20 ◦C test losing acoustic signal after approximately 63 h of
reaching the target temperature. This was suggested to be caused by
accelerated electrolyte degradation at higher temperatures, combined
with the lithium plating.

Zappen et al. [100] measured in-plane and through plane signals
during the thermal abuse of a pouch cell. The cell was heated with
pauses until 110 ◦C, at which point it was allowed to passively cool.
When plotting the US signal amplitude against temperature, changes in
the signal were identified at 65 ◦C and then again at 90 ◦C. This is in the
temperature range of SEI decomposition and electrolytes evaporation.
Unlike other work, Zappen used the centre of gravity (μs) of the US
signal to infer material changes. The centre of gravity is dependent on
the speed of sound through the medium as well as the signal intensity.
For both the signal intensity and centre of gravity, there was a significant
change at 90 ◦C. The signal intensity reduced while the centre of gravity
increased for both in-plane and through-plane readings.

Pham et al. [143] investigated gas-induced delamination during
thermal runaway using US. A trend of increased ToF was observed
during gradual cell heating, which was attributed to the decrease in
density of the electrodes, leading to a decrease in propagation speed.
The rate of heating, and therefore the rate of propagation of thermal
runaway, had a positive affect on the ToF shift; a more gradual propa-
gation resulted in a more gradual ToF shift. A gradual thermal runaway
propagation also led to prolonged gas generation, which meant a
greater time between the loss of the US signal and the onset of thermal
runaway. The test used two 210 mA h cells. Cell 1 underwent gradual
heating, whilst cell 2 underwent more aggressive heating. The more
gradual heating of cell 1 resulted in a sharper increase in ToF and a
more abrupt loss of signal compared to cell 2, yet the onset of failure
began later. It was suggested that the quicker propagation of TR in
cell 1 was due to the lower temperature gradient, resulting in a higher
average temperature.

Owen et al. [151] looked into the behaviour of US signals based
on changes in temperature and charge cycling rates. It was found that,
at constant SOC, the ToF increased as the temperature increased, with
the shift becoming greater at lower SOC. This was measured over a
range of 0 to 10 μs, focusing on the first echo around 8 to 9 μs. The
relationship between temperature and ToF was linear across all SOC, as
well as the gradient of temperature and SOC. The authors also looked
into decoupling the temperature effect on ToF from the SOC. This
was achieved by subtracting the change in ToF caused by temperature
change – from a separate test – from the measured change in ToF from
the charge cycle. The difference between the corrected and measured
ToF was shown to diverge more as the temperature increased during
discharge, suggesting temperature has an effect on the change in ToF
shown in Fig. 8. The resultant shifts in ToF were suggested to be due
to material changes of the electrodes as they ‘‘relaxed’’, as indicated by
a similar change in the voltage.

Appleberry et al. [152] used pitch-catch US monitoring to provide
warnings about cell over-charging, and test feasibility of stopping cell
operation (E-stop). The warnings would occur if the signal amplitude
would reduce by at least 3.5 standard deviations from normal opera-
tion, and the cell would stop when the amplitude dropped below 10
standard deviations. The US detection consistently identified failure
conditions as each test resulted in a warning and a triggered E-stop.
Time before warning and E-stops did vary between the tests (see
Table 8.) At the point of these warning the signal amplitude decreased
rapidly. The loss of amplitude was attributed to the gas generation from
the overcharge scenario.

4. Discussion and recommendations

US monitoring of the Li-ion cells has been researched and imple-
mented in literature. Either by direct coupling or air coupling, the SOC
of cells can be accurately estimated over a large range of frequencies.
The sensors are low cost and easy to implement onto current cells,

Fig. 8. Difference in ToF variation due to temperature effects, superimposed on the
voltage profile.
Source: Adapted from [151].

however the form factor of many sensors used are too large for non-
academic applications. Individual transducers, which have a small form
factor, have been successfully used at low frequency. Pitch-catch and
pulse-echo inspection modes have both proven effective at monitoring
LIBs. The benefit of this approach is the ability to measure the internal
failure mechanisms of the cell in-situ, allowing for the detection of
gas generation, swelling, lithium-plating and aging of cells in a non-
destructive method. Detection of these behaviours can occur much
earlier using US compared to more conventional BMS systems. While
research has shown the aforementioned failure mechanisms can be
detected in dedicated failure tests, further work is required to iden-
tify which failure mode is occurring within a cell under real world
operating conditions. Considering that failure modes of this type can
occur simultaneously there is also the need to deconvolute the signals of
concurrent failures so that the correct failure mechanism is identified.

Abuse conditions have been widely studied in LIBs as a result of the
inherent risks of this technology, notably the risk of thermal runaway.
The cathode material has a major effect on the stability of the cell,
causing the onset of TR to vary across LIBs. Independent variables in the
cell, such as the SOC, C-rate and temperature, also have an effect on the
stability of the cell. The monitoring of TR can be detected when the cell
is electrically, thermally or mechanically abused. The cause of internal
gas generation, and subsequent cell swelling, has been researched in
different chemistries and cell form factors. However, the detection of
TR is still needing development, as these methods require external
variables to monitor the cell. External variables include, but not limited
to, open-circuit voltage characterisation and Coulomb counting. Open-
circuit voltage characterisation requires cutting off power to the cell to
allow for an extended period of rest, meaning it is not applicable for
in-situ use [153]. Coulomb counting requires knowledge of the initial
SOC and cell capacity, and is at risk of errors such as time oscillation
drift [154]. The use of a BMS with the addition of US sensors to
monitor the internal and external behaviours of cells could improve the
detection of abuse symptoms, allowing for the mitigation of thermal
runaway during cell operation.

Recently research has begun into the use of US to monitor tem-
perature and TR effects in LIBs. Symptoms of abuse conditions can be
detected by US signals during thermal and electrical abuse testing. The
coupling of the temperature and SOC effects on the US signal is an
aspect that needs addressing in order to allow this application of US
to be accurate. Ref. [4] determined that temperature did not have an
effect on the US signal within 5 μs, as the difference in the AScans
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Table 8
Summary of experiments and the respective response time for the warning and E-stop compared to the failure time.
Source: Reproduced from [152].

Experiment Induced failure Warning before failure E-Stop before failure Time from overcharge to failure

1 ∼23 ◦C, CC-overcharge 124 min (81%) 54 min (35%) 154 min
2 ∼23 ◦C, CC-overcharge 90 min (66%) 90 min (66%) 136 min
3 ∼23 ◦C, CV-overcharge 93 min (93%) 92 min (92%) 100 min
4 ∼23 ◦C, CV-overcharge 348 min (99%) 347 min (99%) 352 min
5 65 ◦C, CV-overcharge 21 min (84%) 15 min (60%) 25 min
6 65 ◦C, CV-overcharge 20 min (65%) 19 min (61%) 31 min
7 65 ◦C, CV-overcharge 12 min (75%) 4 min (25%) 16 min
8 65 ◦C, CC-overcharge 76 min (50%) 58 min (38%) 151 min
9 65 ◦C, CC-overcharge 285 min (99%) 139 min (48%) 289 min

at 25 ◦C and 30/◦C showed slight variation but was suggested to be
caused by differences in the elastic modulus. However, refs [5,151]
found that when charging/discharging, the temperature, and rate of
change, causes the US signal to deviate from the expected result outside
of 5 μs. During operation, cells generate heat energy due to internal
resistance. This heat energy causes thermal expansion in all layers of
the cell, increasing the volume of the cell. This results in a longer US
path, and therefore longer ToF. Thermal expansion also increases the
speed of sound (see Eq. (1)) which would decrease the ToF. Additional
to these thermal effects, the (de)intercalation of lithium-ions within
the electrodes and their movement through the cell will change the
elastic modulus, density and volumes of all layers, thereby affecting
the speed of sound and ToF. As shown by [151], temperature has an
overall increase in ToF. This suggests that the thermal expansion of the
cell has a greater effect than the density change due to temperature and
the change in material properties due to (de)intercalation.

To address the need for temperature-charge decoupling some meth-
ods are proposed to determine the relationships.

1. Measure and compare the ToF and temperature of a cell that
has undergone two cycles: a charge cycle; and a thermal cycle
— where a cell is externally heated up and cooled at a con-
stant SOC. By matching the temperatures of both cycles, the
hysteresis between the two signals would allow for the effects
of temperature and charging to be decoupled.

2. Thermally cycle a cell at various SOC in steps, in a manner
similar to [151], in order to look for deviations in the ToF
across temperature and SOC. By isolating the change in SOC
and temperature, comparisons of ToF at a constant SOC across
different temperatures or vice-versa can be made.

5. Conclusion

This article provides a review of using US in LIB state monitor-
ing and thermal behaviour. First, literature covering the various es-
timation methods regarding state-of-charge and state-of-health was
analysed, discussing the findings noting disagreements or gaps in the
research such as: the change in ToF due to cell aging; and the de-
gree that temperature changes the acoustic response. Next, the article
presented an analysis of abuse cases in Li-ion batteries. The literature
was categorised by abuse case, exploring the causes for each case
and their respective progression to thermal runaway. Next, several
academic sources exploring the application of US for abuse monitor-
ing/thermal runaway prevention were presented, along with the effect
of temperature and charge on the US signal.

This work shows that US has been shown to detect internal changes
within Li-ion batteries, however there is a need for research into:
the identification and characterisation of individual internal defects
without the aid of other techniques; the decoupling of temperature and
charge effects on the US signal. US can detect internal changes/defects,
and is able to characterise them by size and depth, but cannot deter-
mine what said change is without the use of supplementary equipment.

Multiple defects within a single cell cannot be individually charac-
terised, as the AScan will show the resultant effect of the combined
defects.

Additionally, this review found the temperature-charge relationship
with the US signal needs to be decoupled in order to increase the
efficacy of estimating the state-of-charge and to assist in thermal run-
away detection. There is contention around the effect of temperature
on the ToF when measuring the SOC in the earlier ToF ranges (0 to
5 μs), but at later ranges it has been found that there is a greater
impact from temperature. The decoupling of temperature and charge
has been started, but further tests need to be performed in order to
confirm the usability of decoupling. This could be done by: comparing
the ToF hysteresis between a charge cycle and thermal cycle or; look
for deviations in the ToF for a thermally cycled cell at multiple SOC.
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